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A critical mass of expertise across the biological sciences delivers benefits to the state and beyond.

Following the thread
Aspiring physician and CBS alum Jesse Abelson
put his entrepreneurial instincts to work to
address poverty and malnutrition in Haiti.

Back on campus, Abelson enrolled in a
special course on global health issues. He
and a group of like-minded classmates
began researching ways Haitian farmers
could increase their crop yield. They
soon happened on vetiver, a bunch grass
with deep roots that prevent soil erosion,
one of the reasons for the low crop
yields. The problem? Farmers simply
didn’t have land to spare for something
that didn’t return a proﬁt. Undeterred,
Abelson’s group set about turning
vetiver into a cash crop.
Abelson and his classmates-turnedbusiness-partners founded Vetiver
Solutions. The concept is simple: Haitian
farmers plant vetiver around their crops
and sell the plant’s shoots to Abelson
and his team who boil them down and
send them to a mill to be spun into yarn.

The group is testing the yarn to see what
it is best used for. The possibilities are
many, from clothing and shoes to rugs
and place mats and even packaging. And
once the company generates a proﬁt,
everything comes full circle. The ultimate
goal is to build a ﬁber mill in Haiti,
making it possible for the entire process
to happen in one place. Despite the idea
receiving a positive reception, there is
still lots of work to do — and a bit of a
deadline.
Abelson was recently accepted to the
University of Minnesota Medical School.
Once he starts classes next fall, he plans
on taking a smaller role in the company.
In the meantime, he and his partners
are working on getting things up and
running, which means ﬁnalizing the
supply chain and ﬁnding a successor to
take over as CEO.
“We’re focused on creating this product
and getting [it] to market as soon as we
possibly can,” says Abelson. “As soon as
we get it to market we can start making
a proﬁt and reinvesting back into the
community.” —GINA VAN THOMME
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As an undergraduate, Jesse Abelson
(B.S. Biology, ’17) volunteered as an
emergency medical technician in Haitian
hospitals nearly half a dozen times. He
witnessed the effects of poverty and
malnutrition ﬁrsthand. He went home
determined to address the underlying
causes of the patients’ plight.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

Reaching people where they are

T

he University’s mission
includes commitments to
research, education and
community engagement. We
talk often about the first two — and
rightly so. Research and education
are in the foreground of everything
we do. But I am also excited about
the ways in which we can leverage
that good work happening in
classrooms and labs here on campus
to inspire an interest in science.
For people to value the research
and education that happens here, they
need to appreciate the many ways
biology shapes their lives. Over the
past two years we ramped up efforts
to connect with the community with
this goal in mind.
This summer, visitors to area
farmers markets may have had a
chance encounter with biology thanks
to Market Science, a group made up
of graduate students, faculty and
others with an interest in sharing their
passion for science with hands-on
learning opportunities. Market Science
engages thousands of people around
the metro and greater Minnesota
in conversations about everything
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from the gut microbiome to genetic
engineering in plants.
Market Science was also one of
five groups showcased at the College
of Biological Sciences booth in the
University of Minnesota building at
the Minnesota State Fair. Cedar Creek
Ecosystem Science Reserve, Itasca
Biological Station and Laboratories,
the College of Biological Sciences
Conservatory and InSciEd Out also
set up shop at the fair and talked to
the public about genetics, ecology
and more. People from all over the
state passed through the building
each day creating opportunities for

“For people to value the
research and education that
happens here, they need to
appreciate the many ways
biology shapes their lives.
Over the past two years we
ramped up eﬀorts to connect
with the community with this
goal in mind. ”

conversations about what we do and
why we do it.
Our field research stations are
an especially important touch
point. Cedar Creek’s roster of public
programs keeps growing. It will
launch a citizen science project later
this fall. You can read more about
“Cedar Creek: Eyes on the Wild” on
page 5. Itasca renewed its efforts to
create more opportunities for the
community to learn about the station
by partnering with the Itasca State
Park staff to offer monthly tours and
other activities.
Here on campus, our Petri Dish
series continues — this time at the
new Bell Museum. The Petri Dish

offers the science-curious a fun,
informal entry point to exploring how
biology affects our lives. This fall, all
three Petri Dish conversations will
focus on food in conjunction with the
Bell’s Our Global Kitchen exhibition.
We will also break ground on a new
Conservatory building that will make
our plant collections and research
more accessible to more people.
I hope you’ll take advantage of
these wonderful opportunities to
engage with the College of Biological
Sciences. I look forward to seeing you
at our events!

VALERY FORBES, Dean
College of Biological Sciences

PLAY WITH
YOUR FOOD!
The Petri Dish returns with free-wheeling
conversations about science and food.
Join us this fall for a special Petri Dish series of curiosity-driven
conversations at the Bell Museum in its new location on the St. Paul
campus. We’ll explore topics relating to food in conjunction with the
museum’s Our Global Kitchen exhibition.
Doors open at 6 p.m. Come early to explore the exhibition then get
ready for trivia and lively discussion starting at 7 p.m.

OCTOBER 10

NOVEMBER 14

DECEMBER 12

Super foods or super frauds?

Romaine recalls and raw milk renegades

Our ever-evolving diet

Sorting out what’s true and not true in foodrelated research findings can be challenging.
We will explore this tricky terrain with an eye
to distinguishing well-supported science,
identifying outright misrepresentations and
making sense of the flood of findings that fall
somewhere between the two poles.

Frequent outbreaks of Salmonella, E. coli and
other causes of food-borne illness remind us that
the journey from field to fork can be fraught.
Learn more about what safeguards are in place,
which foods pose the greatest risks to human
health and why, and what we can do to improve
the safety scorecard.

New diets pop up with predictable regularity,
grabbing hold of the collective imagination. But
is there a right way to eat based on our biology?
Join us for a discussion about what science has to
say about the role of evolution, the causes of the
obesity epidemic and much more.

More information at Z.UMN.EDU/PETRIDISH2018
BIO MAGAZINE
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NEW & NOTEWORTHY

Work in progress

This fall the College began renovations to turn outdated
teaching labs into spaces for student-driven inquiry.
Helping students learn to think and act like
scientists is at the heart of our education
mission. The University opened the doors
to the ﬁrst active-learning classroom in the
basement of the Biological Sciences Center
over a decade ago to put this principle into
practice. Today, there are 20 active-learning
classrooms on campus.
Now, CBS is extending the concept to the
lab. A unique student lab space is currently
under construction in the Biological Sciences

Center on the St. Paul campus. Beginning fall
2019, students in the College’s introductory
courses will ask and answer their own
research questions in new active-learning
labs. Unlike traditional labs that require
students to follow a “recipe” for completing
experiments with known results, the new
space will enable them to collaborate on
original questions by providing a ﬂexible
workspace designed for group work.
Learn more at z.umn.edu/activelearninglabs.

You know the U. But do you really know what the U does for you?
From developing a major breakthrough in cancer treatment to
supplying Minnesota’s food deserts, we’ll share the stories that
bring the drive to discover home to Minnesota’s doorstep.
Take discovery to the next degree at discover.umn.edu.

Perry Hackett
Developing breakthrough cancer treatments

Driven to discover
Perry Hackett, a professor in the College’s DepartMichael McAlpine
Hye-Young Kim
Lucien Gonzalez
Kathy Draeger
ment of Genetics, Cell Biology and Development, is
one of a handful of University of Minnesota faculty
highlighted in the new Driven to Discover campaign.
He shares his story of discovery and how it led to a
new cancer treatment at driven.umn.edu.

\

Using 3D printing for surgery prep

Revitalizing rural retail

Fighting the opioid crisis

Supplying Minnesota food deserts

Itasca cookbook coming soon!
Due to popular demand, the cooks at Itasca Biological Station and Laboratories have
compiled their top 100 recipes and turned them into a cookbook. Now you can recreate everything from their Minnesota Wild Rice Soup to their Grilled Brie Sandwiches
with Greens and Garlic in your own kitchen.
More information at z.umn.edu/itascacookbook.
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Caught on camera
Researchers at Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve take a step into
unknown territory with new citizen science project.
For decades, scientists have rigorously
monitored, manipulated and experimented
with the incredible plant diversity within Cedar
Creek’s grassland and forest ecosystems. They
measured carbon, quantified nitrogen flux
and counted seedlings. This incredible body
of work has yielded important discoveries
about ecosystems function. A new project
called “Cedar Creek: Eyes on the Wild,” will add
insights about the animals at the station.
A team of researchers set up over 100 cameras
in various spots around Cedar Creek’s 5,600
acres. So far, the cameras have captured the

movements and activity patterns of more than a
dozen species, including wolves, foxes, coyotes,
deer and turkeys.
“Eyes on the Wild,” set to launch later this fall,
will invite people to help catalog the animals
and animal behavior in the photos, adding
another dimension to Cedar Creek’s extensive
library of data on plant and soil dynamics.
Stay tuned for updates about the project
including how you can play a role!
Check cedarcreek.umn.edu for updates.

A story to tell
Abdi Warfa, a professor in the College’s
Department of Biology Teaching
and Learning, grew up in Mogadishu,
Somalia. He and his family fled the civil
war in the 1990s, arriving first in Kenya
then the United States as refugees.
Warfa studies classroom discourse
and student-instructor interactions to
better understand why active-learning
classrooms are so successful. His personal
story is one of many highlighted in
the Somalis+Minnesota exhibit at the
Minnesota History Center, which runs
through June 2019.

BIO MAGAZINE
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JOHN S. ANDERSON WITH 2018 NATURE OF LIFE
PEER MENTORS AT ITASCA BIOLOGICAL STATION
AND LABORATORIES THIS SUMMER.
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A Tradition of Traditions

John S. Anderson provides incoming students with a sense of history and their place in it.

You were among the faculty who developed
Nature of Life, and you have been part of the
program from the start. Why do you think
Nature of Life (NOL) leaves such a lasting
impression on students and alumni?
The transition from the high school environment
to the university environment is challenging in
many ways: making one’s way among a massive
crowd of people totally unknown to one another,
the stress of more demanding course standards,
living away from home and family. NOL addresses
these challenges head on by building a sense
of community among CBS students. When
they arrive on campus for their first semester,
they have already become acquainted with a
substantial number of their classmates. They have
already been briefly submerged in the details of
two modules and learned interesting aspects of

the University of Minnesota. Having had the fourday NOL experience, they are better prepared to
begin their four-year on-campus journey. Many
have made lifelong friendships.
You and a team of student photographers take
hundreds of photos each session, some of which
you use in a slideshow at each NOL “graduation
ceremony” on the students’ ﬁnal night at Itasca.
What prompted you to begin this tradition?
As with most enterprises, the Nature of Life slide
show has many contributing roots. In the initial
years of NOL my module involved the extraction
of the pigments of plant leaves followed by
their separation by paper chromatography.
The very visual result was a chromatogram
which had varied proportions of the green
bands of chlorophylls a and b as well as the
yellow bands of carotenes and xanthophylls. A
digital photograph of the chromatogram was
supplied to each participant as a record of their
accomplishment.
When I discontinued leading my module
on plant pigments, I continued Nature of Life
participation through traditions, which allowed
time to devote to the slideshow, an idea
introduced by an NOL coordinator. Associate
peer mentors were provided cameras and asked
to take photos, since much NOL activity takes
place simultaneously at various locations.
The slideshow illustrates the essence of the

Itasca experience by including photos of each
module and activity. An important objective is to
include photos of every student, peer mentor and
faculty participant. With the help of the associate
peer mentors, about a thousand photos are
collected for each Nature of Life session. About
a third of these are selected for the slideshow.
The presentation is enhanced by the inclusion of
interesting, upbeat instrumental music.
You teach the students about University
traditions over the course of each session.
They learn everything from how to navigate
the Gopher Way to how to sing the Rouser,
hand movements and all. What is your favorite
tradition and why?
It is difficult to single out a favorite tradition,
since it takes the collection of many traditions
to flesh out the feeling of belonging to the
University of Minnesota community. It is
especially fun to tell the NOL participants about
how we became known as the Golden Gophers.
Nevertheless, the students seem to respond
most positively to the Rouser. Admittedly
the peer mentors and I specifically stimulate
the enthusiasm of the incoming students. It
is noteworthy that from time to time random
groups of CBS students can be heard singing the
Rouser. The leadership and enthusiasm of CBS
students in singing the Rouser at Convocation is
also especially gratifying! —STEPHANIE XENOS
BIO MAGAZINE
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rofessor Emeritus John S. Anderson
has made the hours-long drive to
Itasca State Park every summer for 16
years to participate in Nature of Life,
the College’s signature program at
Itasca Biological Station and Laboratories. Over
the course of three weeks, hundreds of soonto-be freshmen make their way through biology
modules and cohort-building activities. Anderson
gives his take on teaching incoming freshmen a
lesson in University traditions during their time at
Itasca.
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RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS

SLEEP CAN WAIT —
AND WAIT —
WITH SOME FISH
Identifying genes that regulate feeding and sleep in
fish that can go months without shut-eye could lead
to better treatments for sleep disorders in humans.

S
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share some genetic regulators, so
leeping and eating are
we are looking for a possible genetic
linked in many species, and
basis for this behavior.”
often there’s a trade-off
These particular fish are especially
between the two activities.
well suited for this task since some
Take Mexican tetra fish. Some
live in caves and some live in open
populations of the cave-dwelling
water, making it a bit easier to
variety of the species sleep less
identify traits that are meaningful
than their open-water counterparts,
by comparing the two distinct but
likely in a quest to acquire
related populations.
enough nutrients
The results could have
in an environment
where access to
“We are learning implications for human
health.
food fluctuates.
a lot about
“We know from past
Evolutionary biologist
human disease work in our labs that
Suzanne McGaugh
many of the genes
recently embarked on
and what’s
involved in cave fish
a collaboration with
physiologically sleep and eating are
colleagues in Florida
involved for humans, as
and Kansas to find
possible from
well,” says McGaugh.
out whether there’s a
cave fish.”
“We are learning a lot
genetic basis for this
about human disease
rather unique ability.
and what’s physiologically possible
“We think lack of sleep is related
from cave fish. Things we’d consider
to variations in food availability,” says
disease states are normal in cave
McGaugh. “When food is available,
fish.” Ultimately, the team’s findings
it’s likely that they need to spend as
could provide new drug targets for
much time as possible eating. There
is evidence that sleeping and feeding treating insomnia and other sleep
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BUILDING A BASELINE
FOR BIOCOMPUTING
Synthetic cells could form the basis for bio-based circuits with a wide
range of applications from data storage to better prosthetics.

W

e create a tremendous amount
of data each day, something
on the order of 2.5 quintillion
bytes. That’s a lot, but a decade
from now that number will likely seem small
given current trends. Increasing the capacity
of traditional electronic processors has been
the route taken so far, but the National Science
Foundation is investing in a decidedly different
approach.
Synthetic biologist Kate Adamala is among
a group of researchers chosen to advance work
on “biocomputers” that integrate synthetic
biology with semiconductor technology.
Researchers anticipate that biological structures

integrated with semiconductor technology
could store 1,000 times more data than
currently possible and retain the data for more
than a century and consume much less energy.
“It’s hard to program cells, which is why we
don’t have biological computers yet,” says
Adamala. “There are a lot of different genetic
circuits out there, but none works perfectly.
That’s not good enough to do reliable computing.
It has to work 100 percent of the time.”
Synthetic cells hold great promise as the
foundation for bio-based circuits because it is
possible to control all the variables involved in
cell function. Adamala will work with colleagues
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
elsewhere to build a bio-based circuit using
genetic circuits embedded in synthetic cells.
The potential applications for the bio-based
technology go well beyond data storage.
Adamala points to the potential for better
prosthetics that interface seamlessly with our
bodies in ways traditional devices cannot, making
them more like an organ transplant and less like a
device implant. At the macro level, biocomputers
composed of synthetic cells that can selfreplicate could play a critical role in space
exploration, as well.
“We are at this stage right now where
computers were in the 1940s,” says Adamala. “We
are part of this bigger effort to make biological
computing a reality.” —STEPHANIE XENOS

Kids and cholesterol
A new study aims to boost
screening and improve outcomes
for children with a genetic form of
high cholesterol.

I

t may come as a surprise, but one in 250 kids
has a genetic form of high cholesterol. It may
come as less of a surprise that many of them
go undiagnosed even though catching the
condition early is key.
“If you start therapy and medication in
children, their risk of heart disease is lowered
to that of the general population,” says Heather
Zierhut, an expert in genetic counseling who
is leading a study designed to provide a road
map for early intervention. “If caught later, heart
disease risk is up to 20 times higher than the
general population.”
While children are supposed to be screened
around age 10, in the United States the testing
often doesn’t happen as prescribed due to
decentralized record-keeping and other factors.
“In the United States, we don’t have a
universal way of screening or tracking family
members with high cholesterol,” says Zierhut.
“There’s a gap in the public health structure,
as well. Through this study, we are looking to
identify family members of children with familial
hypercholesterolemia. We’re trying to reverse
engineer the process and help parents get
screened and then share information with other
family members.”
The goal, says Zierhut, is to educate families
about the condition and help them communicate
to other at-risk family members.
BIO MAGAZINE
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Research across the College is addressing needs in
the state and beyond.

THE HEADWATERS OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER NEAR
ITASCA BIOLOGICAL STATION AND LABORATORIES.
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A

s one of the country’s original land-grant
institutions, the University of Minnesota
has always focused its research,
education and outreach efforts on
serving the needs of Minnesotans. Basic
discoveries in biology benefit all, but research with
Minnesota roots has special resonance within the
state. Minnesota’s iconic northwoods, lakes and
prairies loom large in the collective imagination.
Agricultural regions and urban centers round out a
picture of a state defined by its northern latitude.
In every case, research happening in the College
of Biological Sciences is yielding valuable insights
that underpin efforts to improve food crops, restore
threatened ecosystems and much more in the
North Star state. Here are just a few of the ways.

Taking the long view

Not many people in Minnesota know it, but one
of the most famous scientific research sites in the
world is right here. Located in East Bethel, about an
hour north of Minneapolis, Cedar Creek Ecosystem
Science Reserve is home to some of the longest
running ecological experiments, some of which
have been ongoing for more than 50 years. Cedar
Creek’s nine square miles encompass a diverse mix
of ecosystems along with numerous experimental
plots. The long-term data from these experiments
help us understand and forecast how human-driven
environmental changes will impact ecosystems
here in the state and around the globe. And with
a recent renewal of funding from the National
Science Foundation, researchers will embark on
a new round of experiments in the years to come.
Cedar Creek’s long-term experiments continue to
yield unexpected results only possible because of
their duration.
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Farm to table

Take a drive into the Minnesota countryside on a muggy August day and you’re almost certain to encounter fields of corn, soybean and other
crops used to feed people and animals. Agriculture is a major part of the state’s economy and central to its identity,. College of Biological Sciences
researchers are advancing knowledge and developing new techniques with implications for food production, the environment and human health.
Researchers use precision gene editing to engineer plants that are more nutritious and resilient and develop winter cover crops that deliver a double
benefit as protection for soil and a source of high-quality biofuel. Nathan Springer’s maize research could ultimately help boost food production
and reduce environmental impact. Springer is developing new approaches to monitor phenotypes — observable traits that derive from interactions
between genes and their environment — to develop crop varieties that can thrive under less than ideal circumstances. All of this adds up to
significant potential upsides for Minnesota farmers.

Predictions on the prairie

Prairie once covered about a third of the state. Now less than one percent of it remains. As prairies gave way to farms, roads and towns,
genetic isolation of remnant populations of prairie species resulted. Ruth Shaw is a leading expert on the evolution of prairie plants in nature.
She studies prairie plants to assess the future of this fragmented ecosystem. Each summer since 2000 in collaboration with Ecology, Evolution
and Behavior Ph.D. alumnus Stuart Wagenius, Shaw, Wagenius and their students gather data on narrow-leaved purple coneflower plants
growing in their experimental plots as well as in natural remnants. Shaw uses the field data to assess persistence of prairie populations as well
as the capacity for adaptation to changing climate. The state’s Department of Natural Resources often consults Shaw when making decisions
about managing prairie remnants in the state as part of efforts to reconnect this once extensive biome.

The fungi for the forest

If you could excavate the forest floor and look at a cross-section of the subsurface you might be surprised to see tangled masses of what look
something like thread among the roots of the trees. This is no accident. Those wispy strands are mycorrhizal fungi, which exists in a symbiotic
subterranean relationship with the trees visible above the surface. Peter Kennedy studies the dynamics of this relationship. He’s interested
in how the rate of decomposition of these fungi could impact the amount of carbon stored in the soil and, ultimately, the composition of
the forest itself. For a recent project, he spent some time at the Spruce and Peatland Response Under Changing Environments (S.P.R.U.C.E)
experiment north of Grand Rapids, Minnesota, a forest plot exposed to increased temperatures and CO2. Initial findings suggest that the
amount of melanin in the fungi — a pigment that provides defense against environmental stresses — matters in the rate of decomposition. The
darker the color, the slower the rate of decomposition. Ultimately, Kennedy’s findings could help predict patterns of change in forests here and
throughout the temperate zones where boreal forests thrive, as well as the likely impact on carbon storage.
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NOUN PROJECT: MINNESOTA BY LINSEED STUDIO / BISON BY JEFF CONT / PLACE SETTING BY RAFAEL FARIAS LEÃO / WHEAT BY MEGAN STRICKLAND /

Better with bison?

Bison once ranged in huge herds across the state’s prairies and oak savannas. Those days are long gone, but questions about the role they
played remain — particularly in maintaining oak savanna ecosystems. A study launched this summer at Cedar Creek Ecosystem Science
Reserve is taking a closer look. A research team led by Forest Isbell introduced a small herd of bison to an enclosed area of oak savanna. The
project builds on the longest-running experiment at the field station, which focuses on the role of fire frequency in maintaining this threatened
ecosystem. Fire alone won’t do the trick, but Isbell and his colleagues are looking into the possibility that the combination of bison and the
occasional blaze provide the ideal conditions for oaks with an eye to uncovering new strategies for restoring and maintaining a unique and
vanishing Midwest ecosystem.

FOREST BY HEA POH LIN / BOAT BY ADRIEN COQUET / MOSQUITO BY ALISA ANDERSTON / BUTTERFLY BY ANTON ICON / LAKE BY IRENE

Lake life

Lakes large and small dot Minnesota. The state’s cabin culture is premised on ready access to a seemingly endless supply of lake-front
shoreline. While most people think fishing, boating and swimming when they think about lakes, Jim Cotner’s mind turns to the role they play in
the planet’s biogeochemical cycles as sources of key greenhouse gases. This past summer, he and a group of University collaborators prepared
to launch an experiment on Lake Itasca, Elk Lake and Cedar Bog Lake in hopes of better understanding the factors influencing the exchange
of two of these gases, CO2 and methane. Cotner is curious whether elevated levels of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere are impacting aquatic
life — from algae to microbial communities — but also whether lakes in Minnesota are increasing the concentrations of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. New equipment in the lakes will monitor changes in these two gases at an extremely high resolution. Cotner is especially excited
to take a closer look at what happens when the ice goes out in spring, since changing patterns of ice melt could fuel additional exchanges of
potent greenhouse gases with the atmosphere.

Mosquitoes meet their match

Summer in Minnesota brings many pleasures and a few pains as well — in particular the incessant buzz of mosquitoes. We spend millions of
dollars annually to keep mosquitoes to a minimum by applying pesticides. A team led by Michael Smanski is working on a different approach
to eliminating the unwelcome insects through “synthetic incompatibility.” The new technique is particularly promising because it avoids some
of the potential pitfalls of other types of genetic engineering by making it impossible for engineered and wild organisms to successfully
reproduce. The approach could be used to control invasive species — plant and animal — as well. In genetically modified crops, the technology
has the potential to prevent transgenes from escaping into neighboring populations of wild plants.

On the highways and byways

Icy winter roads are the cue for a small army of trucks to fan out along the state’s roads and highways delivering a healthy dusting of road
salt. Come spring when the piles of snow melt, those same roads are lined by plants — a food source for pollinators such as native bees and
monarch butterflies. This past summer, Emilie Snell-Rood and University colleagues continued work on a three-year statewide study of native
plants used by these pollinators on roadways to gauge the impact of sodium and heavy metals absorbed by the plants and delivered up the
food chain. The researchers measure the levels of these substances in plant leaves, nectar and pollen to determine levels of heavy metals
(zinc in particular) that are stressful to monarchs and whether monarchs are capable of avoiding milkweed plants with toxic concentrations of
sodium from road salt.

An urban watershed moment

Urban watersheds are burdened with too much nitrogen and phosphorus, which cause excessive growth of noxious algae in the urban lakes
and streams that provide numerous benefits to city dwellers. Sarah Hobbie and colleagues have pinpointed the sources of these pollutants
along a stretch of the Mississippi River: lawn fertilizers and pet waste. Nutrients from these sources make their way into urban waters in runoff
during intense storms and spring snow melt as well as nutrient-rich tree leaves that fall into streets in the autumn. Urban watersheds are highly
“leaky” with regard to nutrient pollution because of their dense networks of streets and storm drains, which are designed to readily move water
off the landscape to avoid flooding. As a result, most of the phosphorus entering urban watersheds ends up being carried away by storm water
that drains into surface waters contributing to pollution and eutrophication. Their findings can be applied to urban watersheds both here at
home and around the world impaired by excess nutrients.

BIO MAGAZINE
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The biologists and the Bell
College of Biological Sciences faculty
contributed to the creation of exhibits
and more at the new Bell Museum.
The new Bell Museum opened its doors this summer to
much fanfare, drawing a wave of enthusiastic and engaged
children and intrigued adults to the St. Paul campus. The
new museum chronicles natural history with interactive
displays, refurbished dioramas and a life-size woolly
mammoth, among other attractions.
George Weiblen, the museum’s science director and
curator of plants and a professor in the Department of
Plant and Microbial Biology, was among a number of
College of Biological Sciences faculty who contributed
their expertise to the development of exhibits and
activities.
“It was a really monumental team effort to put everything
together into more than the sum of its parts,” says
Weiblen. “The end result is stunning and something
the College of Biological Sciences community and the
University as a whole should be quite proud of!”
College of Biological Sciences faculty provided guidance
in the creation of a number of displays around the
museum. You can see their handiwork in the Tree of Life,
Web of Life and Imagine the Future galleries, as well as the
Touch and See Room.
Plan your visit at bellmuseum.umn.edu.
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ALL ABOUT YOU

Go with your gut?

PHOTO BY JACKSON EDDY/A FRAME FORWARD

Maybe not. There’s lots of buzz around the gut microbiome as a cause of and a cure for a
range of conditions. Here’s what we know right now.
The microbial contents of our guts is a hot
topic right now. From diets that claim to
“strengthen” the microbiome to the clinical
success of fecal transplants for patients
whose guts have been taken over by C.
diﬃcile, interest is surging in the role that
microbes play in digestion, weight gain (or
loss) and overall health. It’s even given rise
to a small industry that analyzes a person’s
gut microbiome and then gives personalized
advice on how to eﬀectively manage the
makeup of that individual’s gut microbes. So
what does the science say about all this?
First, it’s important to understand
what a microbiome is. The human gut
microbiome represents the DNA from
microbes in your gut, living and otherwise.
Advances in DNA sequencing make it easy
to map your microbiome, but pinpointing
the function of individual microbes and
the relationships between them is a whole
other matter.
Most people’s guts contains somewhere
between 700 and 1,000 microbial species.
That collection of microbes makes up the
microbiota, or all the organisms in that given
environment. That sounds like a lot, but
consider that river water has more like 5,000

species per milliliter and soil contains an
estimated 6,000 to 50,000 species per gram!
When we are born, we are essentially
microbe free. But within the first day of life
we are colonized by microbes from our
environment and our mother. Eventually, the
mix of microbes in our gut becomes relatively
stable and stays with us the rest of our lives.
A few microbes tend to show up
in large numbers in most people. For
example, Bacteroides, which plays a role in
fermentation and digestion, tends to be a
prominent denizen of many guts. But the
mix of microbes is diﬀerent from person
to person. Adding a few microbes to your
gut here and there does not have a lasting
impact and many in most probiotics just pass
through without leaving a lasting impression.
So what do we know about the gut
microbiome and its potential links to
health? The answer is not much — yet. The
science is still in its infancy and often filled
with hype.
Existing technology makes it possible
to catalog all the microbes that live in a
particular environment in an instance in
time. The ultimate goal is to understand
the function of all these microbes and how

to alter them in ways that are beneficial to
humans.
Once we do understand the microbiome
at a more nuanced level, it’s easy to imagine
a range of exciting applications. For now,
most claims regarding the gut microbiome
and health are based on correlation rather
than causation, on what seems to be the
case given a certain set of other variables
rather than on definitive evidence that it is
the case. And it’s easy to understand why this
might be. If a group of people with a health
condition have more of a particular microbe,
it’s awfully tempting to decide the two
things are connected. But without controlled,
randomized and blinded experiments, it’s
impossible to know if the co-occurrence is
meaningful.
As we all learn early in our lives,
appearances may be deceptive. In the
end (no pun intended), it is best to wait
for science to catch up to hype and
wishful thinking. But in the meantime, the
microbiome studies have opened our eyes
to an previously unseen world that is mostly
microbial! —MICHAEL SADOWSKY

Michael Sadowsky is a Distinguished McKnight University Professor in the
Department of Plant and Microbial Biology and Director of the BioTechnology
Institute at the University of Minnesota. He studies the microbial ecology of
soils, rivers, lakes and beaches — and the human gut.
BIO MAGAZINE
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Rooting for the home team

W

hen Barbara Roach
was a girl growing up in south
Minneapolis, she
would listen to
Twins games on a transistor radio.
She even brought her radio to school
and tuned in on the sly. Her brother
was an usher at Metropolitan Stadium where the Twins played before
the Metrodome and Target Field.
Barbara would tag along and spend
hours watching batting practice
and soaking up the baseball-infused
atmosphere. As an undergraduate
at the University of Minnesota, she
further indulged her love of the game
sitting in the stands at Gophers
games where future Twins player and
manager Paul Molitor often served
as shortstop.
After completing her undergraduate
degree in microbiology and biochemistry in 1977, Barbara left Minnesota to
attend medical school at Yale University. Still, devotion to her hometown
team and her ties to the University of
Minnesota remained strong. Recently,
she and her husband, Richard Carroll,
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established a scholarship in memory
of Barbara’s parents, who were both
scientists. The J. Robert and Marilyn C.
Roach Endowed Scholarship will provide critical support for high-achieving
College of Biological Sciences students
with financial need.
Both Barbara’s parents had advanced degrees in the sciences, her
father in organic chemistry and her
mother in food nutrition and biochemistry. They met while both were
employed by General Mills. Eventually
they married, and Marilyn left her position due to a rule prohibiting married couples from working together
at the company.
Barbara’s mother channeled her
passion for science in a new direction,
supporting her daughter’s medical
school ambitions.
“Mom said she would have wanted
to go to medical school if she were
better at math,” says Barbara. “She
would read my copies of the New England Journal of Medicine. She kind of
lived vicariously in the medical world
through me.”
When Barbara received her

inheritance, creating a scholarship
for budding scientists seemed like
a good way to honor her parents’
achievements and celebrate their love
of science.
Barbara’s own achievements are
considerable. She graduated from
Yale Medical School, came back to
Minnesota for her residency and
returned to New Haven for a rheumatology fellowship. From there, she
went on to join a practice and raise a

son, Matt and a daughter, Emily.
Early experiences working in a
research lab at the U helped cement
her desire to become a physician.
“I was working with blood serum
samples from kids with autoimmune
diseases like lupus that affected their
kidneys. … I enjoyed the opportunity
to learn new techniques, but even
more than that I was motivated by
the fact that what I was doing connected with real people with real
diseases,” says Barbara. “It felt like
something that made a difference.”
Over the course of her career as
a rheumatologist, Barbara helped
numerous patients with their complex conditions. Though she retired
in 2010, she continues to volunteer at
a local free clinic and stays current
on the literature. Now, her daughter
is in medical school and considering
specializing in rheumatology, bringing
things full circle. “Maybe it’s because
she heard me talk about cases growing up,” says Barbara. And she still
follows the Twins. “I’m just waiting
for them to get to the World Series
again.” —STEPHANIE XENOS

PHOTO BY JULIE BROWN

Barbara Roach left Minnesota decades ago, but she remains a loyal
fan of the College of Biological Sciences and the Minnesota Twins.

Biochemistry in the
era of bell-bottoms
Alumna Sandra Spier returns to campus and
reﬂects back on what it was like in the 1970s.

A

recent trek back to the Twin Cities from the East Coast
brought a few things full circle for Sandra Spier (B.S.
Biochemistry, ’71). Spier returned to St. Paul campus last
spring to revisit some of the spots she frequented as a
student. It brought back memories of the College at a
time when the state of the science — and the clothing styles — was
decidedly different.

After Spier completed her undergraduate degree, she spent a
number of years working in Clare Woodward’s lab. Woodward was a
biochemistry professor who studied protein folding and stability.
“It was a great community,” says Spier. “We had these great
interactions between students, faculty and staff. We would have
serious discussions about the future of science and society, but
we’d socialize, too. The biochemistry department had a softball and
volleyball team back then!” —LANCE JANSSEN
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“I noticed that the biochemistry department has merged with other
fields and is now on the Minneapolis campus,” says Spier, recalling
that the department used to be divided between the campuses. “But
the second floor lab in Gortner where I worked looked exactly the
same as it did when I was here — with the exception of a land line.”
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Right place and right time

L

ast fall, we launched the Campaign for the College of Biological
Sciences. The campaign focuses on advancing the College’s mission
through investments in people, programs and places. Building new
spaces and improving existing ones creates opportunities for students
and the community to learn and follow where their curiosity leads, and
we have truly unique opportunities to do that in a way only we can. Here’s how.

THE MINNESOTA ECOLOGY WALK
AT CEDAR CREEK ECOSYSTEM
SCIENCE RESERVE
Cedar Creek is a hidden gem just
north of the Twin Cities. It’s home to
some of the longest-running ecology
experiments in the world and a
wellspring for important discoveries
about how ecosystems work. The
field research station is a microcosm
of the state itself with oak savanna,
deciduous and coniferous forest,
and prairie all represented within its
nine-square-mile area. Making this
Minnesota treasure more accessible
to more people is the driver behind
the Minnesota Ecology Walk, a trail
that would take visitors through the
state’s major ecosystems, providing
numerous opportunities to learn
along the way.
THE COLLEGE OF BIOLOGICAL
SCIENCES CONSERVATORY
It might surprise you to learn that the
most diverse plant collection in the
region is right here on the St. Paul

“Support for these
projects translates into
greater science literacy,
an appreciation for the
living world and an
understanding of how to
put that knowledge to
work to address some of
our greatest challenges.”
18

campus. The College of Biological
Sciences Conservatory includes plants
from every corner of the globe, but
this living encyclopedia needs a new
home. A new facility will ensure that
the collections thrive and that more
students, researchers and members of
the public are able to experience the
plants of the world and learn about
the role they play in supporting life.
ACTIVE-LEARNING LABS ON
THE ST. PAUL CAMPUS
Creating opportunities for students
to ask and answer their own research
questions is key to nurturing a passion
for science. The College led the
charge to innovate teaching through
the introduction of active-learning
classrooms more than a decade ago.
Those classrooms have since become
a model for other institutions. Now,
we are extending that to the lab with
spaces that foster the creativity and
collaboration that will inspire students
to pursue new knowledge and hone
their problem-solving skills.
These are opportunities unique
to this College and the community
we serve, but the potential benefits
are far reaching. Support for these
projects translates into greater
science literacy, an appreciation for
the living world and an understanding
of how to put that knowledge to
work to address some of our greatest
challenges. Visit driven.umn.cbs.edu
for more information.

REEDE WEBSTER
Director of Advancement
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A MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

FY18 Fundraising
Facts & Figures
How to make a gift »
Send a check in the
enclosed envelope or
donate online at
give.umn.edu (click on
“Give Now”). Whether
you write a check or give
online, be sure to note that
your gift is for College of
Biological Sciences and
indicate a specific purpose
for the funds.
Questions?
Contact Reede Webster at
webst033@umn.edu or
612-624-9460.

611

Every
gift
matters!

DONORS

Outreach/Community Engagement
Capital Improvements/Facilities

$5M
TOTAL FUNDS RAISED

Faculty Support

Distribution of funds

Academic Program Support

STUDENT SUPPORT

Research

RESEARCH

PROGRAM SUPPORT

Student Support

FACULTY AND STAFF SUPPORT
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
OUTREACH/COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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CBS FY18 DONOR HONOR ROLL

The College gratefully acknowledges the following donors, who generously provided support for Itasca, Cedar Creek,
scholarships and fellowships, research and a variety of initiatives. Every gift makes a diﬀerence.

$1,000,000 +
Anonymous Donor

$250,000–$999,999
Anonymous Donor
Milton and Danae Andrews M

$100,000–$249,999
Anonymous Donor
Mary C Kemen and Brian C Randall M
Wayne A and Carol A Pletcher M
Richard E and Meredith B Poppele
University of Oslo

$25,000–$99,999
Kenneth W Bachofer and Linda Marie
Robert J Buck and Cheryl L Quinn M
Daniel and Margaret Carper
Foundation
Denneth C Dvergsten M
Bernice M Folz
Erik N Gaasedelen
Charles M Goethe Estate*
Ann and Aaron Hoenig

Geraldine M and Darby M Nelson M
Lolly J Schiffman M
Gary B Silberstein M
Robert L Sorenson

$10,000–$24,999
3M
Susan M Berget
Sally B and Charles R Jorgensen M
Richard J and Patricia L Kirschner
Pete and Beatrice Magee
Charles K Marschke
Oklahoma City Zoo and
Botanical Garden
Pﬁzer Foundation
WEM Foundation
Janice M Wilson Estate*

$5,000–$9,999
Bio-Techne
Victor A Bloomﬁeld
Peter Calow and Valery E Forbes
Iris D Charvat
Jeanne W and Allan C Collins
Alan R Flory and Monica M Schultz M
Flory-Schultz Charitable Gift Fund

Marie K and David L Goblirsch M
Inari Agriculture Inc
Howard O’Connell Charitable Fund
Howard V O’Connell Jr M
C J Rapp Pittman
James R and Patricia M Pray M
Kipling Thacker and Kevyn K Riley M
Seneca Park Zoo Society
Eric P and Andrea M Spandl M

$1,000–$4,999
Anonymous Donor
John S and Rebecca H Anderson M
Patrick J Antonelli
Carl V Barnes
Franklin H Barnwell
David A Bernlohr M
Marcia F Birney
Joanne J Brooks
Buckley Family Fund
Greg and Bridget Buckley
Clark R Burbee M

BOLD NAMES = Membership in University of Minnesota President’s Club
M = Membership in the University of Minnesota Alumni Association/Biological Sciences Alumni Society
* = Deceased
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Robert Cagen
John Heer and Jody Copp M
Deanna L Croes M
Bradley J Dupre
Mark and Mary Einerson M
Einerson Family Charitable Fund
Kathleen G Fahey M
C Allison and James R Gaasedelen M
Esther M Gallant
Florence K Gleason M
Eville Gorham
Kathryn L Hanna
Jill and Linda Herman
John R Jungck M
Land O’Lakes Foundation
Hugh Lewis and Lynn Peterson Lewis
Pamela H Lewis
Rebecca M and E Paul Lindell
John S and Theresa R McKeon M
Donald C McNaught
Meeder Funds
Roberta A Megard M
J Emory Morris

Patrice A Morrow
Terry L and Bradly J Narr
Gary L and Mary Nelsestuen M
The Gary and Mary Nelsestuen Fund
Claudia M Neuhauser
Deborah I Oswald
Gregory R Page
Edward B and Jane A Phillips
Jean S Phinney
Andrea T Rahn
Clare and Jerome Ritter
RNA Society
Sandra Rosenberg and
James Liston Jr
Martin and Florence Rothman Family
Fund
Russell and Nina M Rothman M
Jeffrey K Rowe M
Saint Paul Garden Club
Ron Schara Productions
Deanna and Paul Siliciano
Kenneth R Skjegstad
Joyce M Stout
Heidi L Thorson M
Kenneth and Shirley Tucker
Philan Trust
Shirley C Tucker
Cecilia A Warner and
Colin R Campbell
George D Weiblen
Robin L Wright

$500–$999
Arthur Allen M
Allan Baumgarten and Marilyn
Levi-Baumgarten M

Susan J and Douglas W Bierer
Shelley A Breyen M
Bruker Biospin Corp
CenterPoint Energy
Bryce and Phyllis Cunningham M
David R Edwards
Linda L Eells M
Maxine A Enfield M
William R Gordon
Thomas Hays and Mary Porter
Carolyn and Robert Herman
Sarah Hobbie and Jacques C Finlay
Jennifer Horn
Mark L Johnson
Robert C Larson
Patricia R Lewis
Melanie O and Jack J Manis
Max and Dee McManus
Cheryl L and George G I Moore
CL Moore Trust
Steven B and Kathleen K Moore
Prof Raymond M Newman Jr M
Kien T Nguyen
Michael B O’Connor
Fred K Pamer
Ward D Pierson and Laura Reichle
Melvin M Prantner M
Steven E Pratt
William P Ridley III and
Charlotte M Ridley M
Nicole Letawsky Shultz
Sigma-Aldrich Corp
Jeffrey A Simon and Ann E Rougvie
Speciation Artisan Ales LLC
G David Tilman
Daniel M Tix
James C Underhill Scholarship-Study
Fund

Katherine M Walstrom M
John M Ward and Anke Reinders
Mark S and Cheryl Wilke M
Qiang Xiao and Lizhen Gui M

$100–$499
3M Foundation
Robert M Ahrens Jr M
Jeffrey J Anderson
Kim A Anderson M
Thomas and Paula Andrzejewski
Cindy K Angerhofer
Bridget C Axelson M
Gary N Back
Andrea J Backes
Jeffrey D Baker MD
Leonard and Joyce Banaszak M
Dale W Bargsten
La Vonne M Batalden
Richard J Battafarano
Kalli-Ann L Binkowski
Ross A Bjella
Caroline E Bjonback
Frank Blocki
Michael R Bourne M
Larry M Brand M
Anne D Brataas
D Gordon Brown
David J Bruck
Bruna Bucciarelli
Larry M Buchanan
Stephanie N Buchanan M
Jack T Buss
David G Butler M
Xiaohong Cai and Yuefeng Lu
Clay Callander
Cambridge Isotope Laboratories Inc

Susan M and John T Capecchi
Nancy L and John P Carlson
Jean A Carraher M
Bradley E Carter
Ann D and Jon C Cieslak
Andy W Collins
Walter S Combs Jr
Vera E Cooke
Jessica A Crawford M
Paul E Cunnien M
Edward J and Carolyn C Cushing
Leif and Rayce Dahleen Fund
Leif M Dahleen and E Rayce Elliott M
Anath Das
Anthony G Dodge M
Mark I Donnelly and Veta Bonnewell
Anonymous Donor
Anonymous Donor M
Judy C Duffy M
William K Durfee
Timothy J and Rita A Ebner M
Allen E Eckhardt
Ecolab Foundation
David G Einzig
Robert P Elde
Mark S and Patricia J Ellinger
Irene J Elliott
Joanne A Englund
Priso H Epale M
Gunnar J and Susan J Erickson M
The Trust Agreement of Gunnar J and
Susan J Erickson M
Mark K Erickson
John G Eull M
Susan W and Bryan W Evarts
Holly A Ewing
Jerome W Fahrmann M
Caroline L Fairbanks M
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Richard O Felts
Dale M Finnegan
Dale W Fishbeck
Dale W Fishbeck Family Trust
Lex E Flagel
Marsha E Flatgard
Carl E Frasch
John E Fredell M
Jeffrey and Sandra Gabe
Jeffrey and Sandra Gabe
Charitable Gift Fund
Ethan B Gahtan
Cheryl A Gale
Robb Garni M
Nancy J Gassman
Jane M Gerber
Stuart F Goldstein
John and Joyce Grimsbo
Amy R Groszbach M
Louise and Donald Grothe
James P Grover
Rebecca J Haack-Deetz
Karen A Hansen
Jon Hanson and Julie Maass-Hanson
Jeffrey L and Joan Harn
Julianne E Hartmann
Edward F Haskins
Daniel E Hathaway
Leif K Hembre
Dori Henderson-Brown M
William C and Nancy J Henke
Donald R Hickman and
Sandra Kaplan M
Robert E Higashi M
Angela L Hodgson
Ronald H Hoess
Robert J Hofman
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Todd H Holm
Bruce S Hostager
John R Howe Jr and Judith J Howe
Frederick W Hund
Steven V Inman
Forest I Isbell
Colleen M Jacks M
Karen E and Marc K Jenkins M
Gary M Johnson and Joan G Hershbell
Keith R Johnson
Kelsey L Johnson
Myron L Johnson
Thomas A Jones M
Susan M Juedes
Hung-Ying Kao
Eileen M Karl M
Olakunle O Kassim M
Peter G Kennedy
Anthony Killeen
Yoon B Kim
Erika B Stout-Kirck
Steven R Kirkhorn M
David T and Catherine A R Kirkpatrick
Elroy C Klaviter
Betty V Koerner
Jeffrey A Kohen
Ralph C Kolbeck M
Prof Willard L and
Marcia H Koukkari M
Thomas P Krick M
Gary F Kupferschmidt M
Pamela J Lachowitzer
Dale L LaCroix
Kimberly A LaPlante
Gregory J Lee
Leo G Lehmicke
Joy A Leibman

Jane S Levy
Chen W Liaw M
Jack L and Rhoda A Liebo
Lorraine J Louder
Thomas H Luepke III
Chun Sheng Luo M
Rebecca R Lyman
Richard H and Finette L Magnuson M
Susan Maples
Madeleine and Rodney Marquardt
Richard Mason
John J Matta M
Mark D Mattson
Georgiana May and Robert G Haight
Lary L May and Elaine Tyler May
Jennifer K Maykoski
John E Mazuski
Andrew J McCullough M
Myra and Robert McCormack M
David J and Esther G McLaughlin
Mary and Craig Megard
Haile Mehansho and
Azieb Mehreteab M
Lauren M F Merlo
Marilyn A Miller
Mary J Milroy
Charles E Mitchell
Siv C Modler M
James R Moldenhauer
Martha Moody
Charlotte Mooney
Eve-Marie C Morissette
Curtis G Morrison
Deane M Morrison
John H Nelson M
Raymond D Nelson
Thomas D Nelson M

Kevin Nepsund and Karen Ta
Suzanne Permuth and
Thomas Neufeld M
Peter L Nguyen
Mark O Olson
Alan D Olstein
Neil E Olszewski
James R and Donna R Onstott
Onstott Donor Advised Fund
Cynthia K Owens-Kurtz M
The P&G Fund of the Greater
Cincinnati Foundation
Sally D and Thomas H Patterson
James H Paulson M
James J Pearson M
Ernest M and Dawn Peaslee
Permuth/Neufeld Family Fund
James W Peterson
Kenneth M and Mary K Peterson
Richard E and Elaine E Phillips
Roxann B Pike M
Gerald A and Mary D Pitzl M
Jerry and Nisie Pitzl Gift Fund
Nancy J Poindexter
Steven W Popper
David S Pratt M
Gregory C Pratt
Tim D L Pratt
Susan K Rathe M
Harold G Richman M
Mark G Roback M
Timothy H Robinson M
Robert D Roettger
Louise A Rollins-Smith
Ira Rubinstein
Angela R Ruzicka
Christopher J and Brittany J Sabol M

Rebecca Salmonson
Savi and Carl Samaroo
Michel M Sanders
Jeffery T Schaub
Lolly J Schiffman Charitable Fund
Alison E Schini
Kari E Schlicht
Nancy R Schmitt M
Peter M and Barb Schmitt M
Virginia Schneider
Mark A Schoenbeck
Daniel S Schultz M
Steven J Schuur M
Fang-Miin Sheen
Rebecca P Shockley
Jan L and Alan L Sickbert
Laura A Sikkink M
Dustin R Sperr M
Jon P Springsted M
Clifford J Steer M
Heinz G Stefan
John G and Paula S Steiert
Michael K Stock
Sandra A Stoller
Andrea Stout
Martin J Strauss
Amy M Suiter
Richard P Swenson
Amy J Symstad
Jean E Takekawa
Jennifer A Teske
Joyce C and John R Tester
Joseph R Thurn
Jennifer N Tichenor
Prof Peter Tiffin
Genevieve M Tvrdik
Robert C Venette

Gregory A Viglianti
Kevin J Viken M
Daphne Wahl Hill
Thomas C Wald
Monica K Wallace
Kenneth F Walz
Michael J Walz
Jack K and Janice I Warren
Thomas R Warren
Deena Wassenberg
Mitchell R Watson
Alice L Webster
Cole J Weiske
Lisa Wersal and Louis Asher
Elizabeth K Williams M
Jim Winter M
Robert C Wong
Mary C and Merle G Wovcha M
Judith L Wulff
Helen W Yee M
Henry R Zeisel
Kelly Zinn
Thomas H Zytkovicz

$1–$99
Alden D Ackels
Kurt A Adolfson M
James E Almendinger
Joan E Anderson
Lorraine B Anderson M
Lindsay Axelrod
Thomas A Baldy M
Jennifer Baron
Roger and Kate Barr
Sherry L Bassett
Kenneth B Beckman

Bopaiah A Biddanda
Melinda A Bimberg
Lisa Blazejewski
David S Blehert
Robert M Boatz
Patricia L Bourgoin
Karen A Braasch
Terrie L and John E Brandt M
Christine D Bremer M
Kirk M and Ione V Brown
Lakshmi and Jagadish Buddhavarapu
Deborah P Buitron
Diane E Bundlie
Steven J Bursian
Bret A and Kate M Busse M
Michael Carey and
Margaret Brown-Carey M
Marjie Carr-Oxley
Winston Cavert and Carol Witte M
Sanghamitra Chaudhuri
Shin Lin Chen M
Gretchen K Clevenger
Jean R Conklin
Judy L Crane
John Curry
Tom DiTosto
Roger F Drong
Thomas G Dunnwald
James S Egger
Aaron Elias
Judy A Enenstein
Adam J Engelhardt
Tiffany T Felts
James B and Theresa M Ferrari M
Gerald S Finer
Sandy Flaherty
Richard Flohr and Laurie Hernandez

Jennifer S Flynn
Ryen D Fons
Frank R Galka
Kathryn M and Jacob D Ganfield
Robert J Geraghty M
Margaret A Nordlie Gibson
Lori Giebel
Richard A Glassman
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
Matthew L Goeltl
Olaf E Grimsbo
Kris M Hagen M
Larry D Hall
Cheryl L and Dale M Haluptzok
James R Halverson
William J Hammes
Barbara C S Hansen M
David K Hedenstrom
Bo E Hedlund
Lyle R Heim
Joan H Higinbotham
Katie Hoffman
Patricia Hoffman
Catherine Holtzclaw and
Edward Nicholson
Margaret L Houck
Gordon L Houk
Jane Idell-Wenger M
IBM International Foundation
Lance W Janssen
Geraldine L Jensen M
Lori Jensen
Thomas D Johns
Kimberly D Johnson
Linda E Johnson
David Johnston and Sara McFarlan
Diane L Kachel
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James T Katter M
Kathy Kenworthy
Ruth A Kern
Debbie Knoebl
William H Kojola M
Linda J Korhonen-Brula
Alex Kovarik
Richard V Kowles M
Carolyn Kruse
Steven R Kufus
Michael and Alison Kula
Paul M Kunkel M
Karen D Kurvink
Jacqueline and Michael Lafky
Johanna W and Paul D Lampe M
Jonathan D Lancaster
Lawrence J Landherr
Bryan K Lee M
Sharon LeMay
Robert K Lindorfer Jr
Timothy A Lundahl
Daniel O Lynch M
Sheldon W and Beverly A Mains M
Nadine B Maki
William Mantis and Christine Trost
Linda A and David E Maschwitz M
Tami R McDonald
Betsy McNerney
Eric A Miller
Terence J Miller
Banafsheh Mokri
Caitlin M Monette
Paul Moss
Jonathan R Motl
Steven F Mullen
John T Mundahl DVM M
J William Munger
Nardina L Nash M
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Daryl E Nelson
Timothy R Nelson M
Hoang Oanh X Nguyen M
Richard M and Joan G Niemiec
Randi Nordstrom and
James Walker M
Carolyn J and Robert M O’Brien
Paula J Olander
Jackie Olson
Michael R Olson
Rebecca J Orfei M
Lahcen Oubaha
Philip E Palkert
Karen R Palm and Lynne O Sparks
Jenna L Parks
Sharon G Penner
Mark Peterson and Greta A Pratt
Lee D Peters
Randine M Petersen
David L Peterson M
Pamela J Pietz
Kayla M Polzin
Yiping Qi
Urho S and Pamela S Rahkola M
John J Reiners Jr
Susann G Remington
Yi Ren
Timothy and Jennelle Durnett
Richardson
James L Ripple
Michael B Robinson
Jo Lynn Rohady
Jo Anne S Rohricht M
Kathleen Ronning
Lesli Rosenberg
Dan Rueschhoff
Cassandra Runke
Steven D Salt

Mary V Santelmann
and George A King M
Mary E Santi M
Constance Sauer-Stueland
Kristin R and Michael J Scanlan
Richard V Schedin
Genevieve Schentzel
Schentzel Family Trust
Karen K Schlentz M
Andrew M and Lori L Schmidt M
Sonya L Schober-Johnson
Janet L and Christopher L Schottel
Securian Fdn
Tina M Seeland M
Sandra H Seilheimer
Sarah and Joel Settles
Laleh R Shambayati
Catherine M Shannon
Paul J Sheldon
Glen M and Kristin Shuldes
Benjamin K Sietsema
Wayne J and Anne E. Sisel
Kari Skoog
Rolf C Smeby
Emilie C Snell-Rood Eilts
Rex L Solomon
Sandra L Spier
Beth Spottiswoode-Behrens
Eileen V Stack
John L Stanton-Geddes M
Zach Stenberg
James B Stengel
Shelley A Steva M
Mary E Swanson
Mesfin Tadesse
James M Thares
Elizabeth A Thornton M
Thu Tran

Richard True
Shirley K Ungar
Steve E Van Allen M
Todd M and Jill M Vannelli
Robert S Veit M
Joseph S Villa M
Margaret M Walker
Patricia M Walsh
Thomas M Walsh V
Waters Corp
Jane M Wattrus M
Reede O Webster
Jason Wei
Dina M Wellbrock
Don and Leny Wendel Giving Fund
at Fidelity
Leny E and Don Wendel
Audrey J Weymiller and
Mike McMullin
Richard J White
C Robert Wikel
Charlotte E and Donald J Wiley
Erika Bjorklund Wood M
George W Woodbury
Lakshmi R Yerragudi
Jennifer York-Barr & Dean D Barr M
Elisabeth W Young

Breaking ground

The College begins construction this fall on a new Conservatory in St. Paul.
In 2019, the University will open the doors of its new 10,000-square-foot facility, housing the most diverse plant
collection in the upper Midwest. The new facility will feature rooms focusing on four different biomes from
tropical to arid and will make the collections more accessible and boost education, research and outreach efforts
on the St. Paul campus.

\

Learn more at cbs.umn.edu/conservatory
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123 Snyder Hall • 1475 Gortner Ave.
St. Paul, MN 55108

The gift that keeps giving
Estate gifts are key to advancing the College’s
education, research and outreach mission.
Longtime College of Biological Sciences donors
Darby and Geri Nelson chose to include the
College in their will to ensure that students
receive support for many years to come.

LONGTIME CBS
DONORS DARBY
AND GERI NELSON

“Giving back to the College of Biological
Sciences brings us much joy. We are happy to
know that our estate plan ensures that we will
continue to aid the work of the College into
the future.”
Contact the College’s Director of Advancement
Reede Webster at webst033@umn.edu or 612-624-9460
if you would like to discuss a planned gift.

